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OTES
Caniille's Coninients
Look Inside..•

NEON

We've had quite a bumpy ride during the migration and translation of the NEON menu software
and
authorization files. The software was moved
PC Mechanic ....................... 2
to the new machine located in System Computing Services (SCS) onApril4. SCS is very much
Books of Interest.. ............... 2 aware of the problems we have been having. In
some cases, NEON thinks that more people are
Tuma's Wondrous
logged on than there really are and th~s believes
Web Sites............................. 3 that all ports are busy and the user wtll have to
wait Other times NEON thinks that more people
have been asking for a particular resource (e.g.
Classy HTML ..................... .3 Encyclopaedia Britannica or the BRS datab~s)
than ~e ~ow~d. John Fox has been espe~ly
Web Renovation ................. .4 attenuve m taking care of the problems (commg
in during the late evenings and on weekends
when he is called). Thanks to the evening/weekend Circulation staff for coordinating the calls
to John (or to me as necessary). We appreciate
your patience as we work out the bugs.

INNOPAC PRODUCTS
Myoung-ja Lee K won, Associate Dean, has approved the purchase of the following new products from Innovative Interfaces, Inc. totaling almost$ 27,300. Most are software purchases that
will add new capabilities to our system; the rest
are new hardware. The new products are:

"Ratbert held Myoung-ja
to her promise of 'a
computer on~ desk."'

WebPAC and Gateway software
These two pieces of software will allow patrons
with Web browsers such as Netscape to access
our online catalog, in effect "translating" our bibliographic records into HTML format Patrons
will be able to click on beadings to retrieve related items and to see cross references, as well
as to view course reserves, library information
screens, and their own patron records as they do
now in the current system. The software also

supports the use of Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs or World Wide Web addresses) in a designated field in the MARC record allowing a patron to jump to a resource on the Internet by clicking on a link in the bibliographic record. Sta1f
mode will continue to be character-based.
Sending cin:ulation notices via email
This software will allow Circulation staff to send
all types of circulation notices (overdues, bills,
holds availability, etc.) via electronic mail. Patrons who do not have email addresses will receive their notices in print form. The library can
easily switch between sending notices via email
or in paper copy. This software will save both
staff time and library resources (pape~; printer
wear-and-tear, printer ribbons, envelopes, etc.).
BIP interface
This product provides the capability for
INNOPAC to receive data in the modified MARC
tag format from a file that was created and downloaded from Books in Print (BIP) on CD-ROM.
The software will reformat the data to create bibliographic and order records in the INNO.B\C
database. This software will be extremely beneficial for staff in Acquisitions as a large percentage of orders are verified using BIP. This feature
might also be used by the bibliographers to save
records they have identified in BIP which can later
be used by Acquisitions to create order records
without re-keying!
Laser scanners for Circulation
We will be trading in three wand reader light pens
currently used in Circulation for three heavy-duty
laser scanners. The scanners look like a laser gun
and fit in a mount which allows staff to pass a
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PC Mechanic
Get Portable
If there's any one constant in the computer business, There are three kinds of fonts used in Windows: printer,

TechntiiQg~ ,'
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D.:

Abrams, Marshall
ed. lnformation Security : an Integrated' :
·.
Collection of EssayS. Los Alamitos, :
Calif. : IEEE Computer Society
Press, c1995.
(QA76.9.A25Is41~; 1995)

Carroll, MikeL. CyberStrategies:

How to Build a11 Internet-based
Information Systerrf. New York :
Van Nostrand Reffihold, cl996.
(HD30.2.C368 1996)

Cooper, Frederic J. Implementing
Internet Security: fudianapolis,
Ind.: New Riders Pub., c1995.
(TK5105.59.I44 1~5)

Giagnocavd, Greg~ry:· The
Educator's Internet Companion:
ClasSroom Connect's Complete
Guide to Educational Resourr::es on
the Internet. ·Lancaster, PA :.

it's change. Today's bot spreadsheet is in tomorrow's screen, and scalable fonts. Printer fonts are actually
dustbin; many of the most heavily used programs to- built into your printer; your word processor sends it a
day were nonexistent five years ago.
command to use such and such a font and from then
on just sends the character code for each letter. The
0
printer takes care of actually creating the shape on the
page. Usually printers also come with screen fonts that
hundred important ftles in WordS tar 2000 doesn't mean
look like the printer fonts, so you can see on the screen
there will always be a copy ofWordStar 2000 to open what the printed output will look like.
them with. In addition, you may well end up having
to get an important file to a co-worker who uses a The catch is that different printers have different builtdifferent word processor than you do.
in fonts, and the fonts available to you when you are
working in a word processor depend partially upon
It used to be that no word processor could open what printer you've selected in Windows. Change printanother's files. Every program ran on the assumption ers and a different set of printer fonts become availthat it was the hestand only choice for you, and if you able, and the ones you were just using are changed to
wanted to move your file to something else you must whatever Windows thinks are the closest available.
be out of your mind. Now the situation is reversed; it Needless to say, if you create a document with an HP
seems as if everyone reads everyone else's files, so LaserJet selected, and you give it to someone who bas
the problem bas gone away. Wrong!
an Epson dot-matrix, suddenly your document is goTrue, both Word and WordPerfect, today's most popu- ing to look a lot different.
lar Windows-based word processors, will open each
The last kind of font is a "scalable" font, of wbicb the
other's files and a lot of others besides. However, there most popular kind is called TrueType, which is '
are some gaps. In addition, even when a word proces- into Windows (the other most common variety is PaMsor will open another format, there are some traps you script). These fonts are stored in Windows, not the
have to avoid if you don't want to fmd your file look- printer, and when you use them your word processor
ing like a first-year typing student's.
actually sends a picture of each letter to the printer,

.,.
.
.

First, some formats have been gone for too long for
the powers-that-be to bother still supporting their formats. WordS tar 2000, for example, was a conversion
option in WordPerfect 6.0, but disappeared from the
Wentworth WorldWide Media, c I 995. list in 6.1 (thanks loads!).
(LB1044.87.G531995)
Second, no word processor knows bow to open a me
Moore, Dincy W. T&·Emperor's
format that didn't exist when it was written. Just beVirtual Clothes: the·Naked Truth · cause WordPerfect 6.0 and 5.1 came from the same
About Internet Culiure. Chapel ... ?\:, company doesn't mean that a copy ofWordPerfect 5.1
Hill, N.C. :Algonquin Boolci:I995• . will open a file created in 6.0. The programmers' crys(HE7 568M661995)
·
· tal ball just wasn't that good. Less obviously, Microsoft
'
. ···
· Word 6.0 won't import WordPerfect 6.0 files because
Turkle, Sherry; Life on the Screen :.. . it was "born too soon."

which prints it as if it were just another graphic. Again,
the catch is that your ca. worker might have different
scalable fonts , and the result will be that Windows will
substitute some other font for one that it fmds unavailable.

So what can you do? First, if you know you need to
share files with someone else, try to fmd out what fonts
both your PCs have in common. Second, if possible,
try to use the same kind of printer, or, if that's not possible, stick to TrueType fonts that are present on both
PCs. Third, don't just give the file to someone using an
earlier word processor; they probably won't be able to
open it. Instead, use your software's "Save As" comIdentity in the. Age ofthe Internet. ·
mand to save the file in an earlier format that your coNewYork : Siinon &Schuster, cl995 . . Third, some aspects of your document depend on the worker can read.
machine it was written on, especially in the area of
(QA76.9.C66T87.1995)
fonts (or "typefaces"). This gets a bit complicated, so Finally, if all else fails, try using the "Save As" option
to save your file as a plain text ftle (also known as
Katby Rothermel bear with me for a moment.
"MS DOS text" or "ASCII"). Almost any word processor can read this, although you will lose any formatting (margins, etc.) that you used in your doc
Lamont Downs
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(( ThiDa's Wondrous Web Sites
Congressional Quarterly's American \bter '96
Get the latest in political news, "Rate your Rep,"
nice set of links to other government sites.
http://voter96.cqalert.com/cq_job.htm

technology visit quickly; I don't expect them to
leave these proprietary databases open for public searching for long.)
http://sequoia.lso.missouri.edu:4300

Olympic Games Sites
At this address youTI find links to the "official" summer Olympics site (be sure to check
out the graphics of the mascot, one of the
weirdest critters ever!) as well as other interesting sites. Follow the route of the Olympic flame, stay abreast of the latest events,
and watch Atlanta prepare for the onslaught.
http://www. atl antagames. com/ ol y I
hotlinkg.htm

The Human-Languages Page
Offers a comprehensive catalog of language-related Internet resources. You'll fmd more dictionaries than you knew were available (need to
brush up on your Klingon?), online language lessons, much more. A linguist's dream site.
http://www. willamette.edu/-tjones/Language-Page.html

University of Missouri's Implementation of
OCLC's WebZ Software
Check out WebZ for yourself. Searchable databases include Current Contents, ExpandedAcademic Index, Legal Resource Index and Business
Index. Use title, keyword, author phrase, subject keyword or journal title phrase to search.
(Hint: Don't dawdle; if you're interested in this

"One of the
Weirdest Critters
ever!''

The Crayon Chronicle
Crayon is a very nice site that allows you to
use their software to create your own newspaper. As an example, they offer their newspaper, and it's pretty impressive. Get the
news, read the funnies, check on the weather,
visit hot sites. A nice way to begin the day,
and perhaps someday one of us will create a
library newsletter there.
http://crayon.net/usinglmypaper.html
KayTuma

Using HTML in the ClassrooIn
The creation and design of a WWW homepage
has been taken one step further by library instructor, AlisonArmstrong.Alisonandaguestinstructor, Paulette Nelson, have trained her students in
the process of making WWW homepages. The
students are using HTML coding and hyperlinks
to create an Internet showcase about environmental issues. With minimal training in HTMLelements, tags, graphics and links, her students are
creating Web documents which will be presented
using Netscape's graphics browser

"I'm excited and very pleased with the results of
this assignmenL HTML editing is an easy skill
to teach," says Alison. "And, this is a project in - - - - - - - - - - - which the students can succeed dramatically !The
mechanics are so simple, that the students can
concentrate on contenl Indirectly, they learn to
be critical thinkers by evaluating the content of
Web pages, as they pick and choose what links
they want to establish. The project bas already
proven to be a positive and successful one because of the skills they've developed in the process."

"HTML editing is
an easy skill to
teach."

Paulette Nelson
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Library Web Renovation
On April 26, 1996, we unveiled the UNLV Libraries'
remodeled Web site (http://www.nscee.edu/unlv/Libraries). In this article, I will address various questions concerning bow this site came to be and what
we are endeavoring to do with it in the future.

individual will serve as the contact person for questions regarding content, error correction, appropriateness, and so on. The Web Development Team
bas taken the position that our library staff are already aware of matters concerning appropriateness
and that "standards of good taste" do not have to be
I have been working closely with the libraries' Web spelled out at this time.
Development Team to discuss issues and priorities for
Web site development and management The team Q: May anyone within our organization put items
members are Rick AmRhein, Shelley Heaton, Kay onto our Web site? Who physically loads the pages?
Tuma, Jeanne Brown and Steve Fitt. In many cases A: The physical loading of the pages is handled by
we are creating procedures as we go along as new Technical Services staff for a number of reasons.
issues are raised about the management of the site. There is one login and one password which we share

"The Web
Development
Team will be
reviewing Web
site content from
the perspective of
the Web site as a
whole."

Q: Do we have a policy for what may be put on as an organization for access to our Web space.

our Web site?
A: We don't have a written policy at this time.
Materials considered appropriate for the Web site
include materials from our original Web site, files
from the library Gopher site, published handouts
and flyers for patrons (such as research guides, description of services, etc.), information from the
INNOPAC information screens, library maps, staff
roster, descriptions of research collections, descriptions of bibliographers' liaison responsibilities, how
to recommend items for purchase, course materials in support of classes taught by library faculty
and for school librarian certification, position announcements (vacancies), instructions for accessing NEON, new library building updates, lists of
recent acquisitions, and so on.

Technical Services has established a logical file
directory structure and naming conventions for file
names (for the Web pages). Technical Services also
manages a "master calendar" that identifies when
specific Web pages and links should be reviewed
for content accuracy and currency. The Technical
Services Division is continuing its role as managers of our electronic database (known as our Web
site) the same way they update and manage records
in our bibliographic database (known ~
INNOPAC). Changes to links, updates to files, -~
keeping our site in good working order to promote
user accessibility will continue to be the responsibility of a core of staff members in Technical Services.

ment for our Web site?
A: We don't have a written mission statement as
yet but the audience emphasis for the Web site is 1)
on-campus student, staff and faculty researchers,
2) off-campus students enrolled at UNLV through
distance learning programs, 3) prospective faculty
and graduate students, and 4) the greater Las Vegas community and residents of Nevada.

content?
A: The Web Development Team will be reviewing
Web site content from the perspective of the Web
site as a whole. We have no intention of controlling
what a bibliographer may identify as key Internet
resources in a particular field of study or how the
Nonbook section describes its collections and services.

Q: Is there one controlling body (person, commitQ: Do we have a stated "purpose" or mission state- tee, department, etc.) which oversees the Web site

Q: Is there a review policy for what is put on our

Web site?
A: There is no policy for formal review of materials to be posted to the Web site. The Web Development Team assumes that section/unit/division
heads and the AULs will be aware of materials being developed for print publication as well as for
posting on the Web site. They serve as de facto
"internal reviewers" for materials originating from
staff in their respective units. A content originator
will be so identified for every single Web page. This
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Q: Who physically creates and codes the Web
pages?
A: The entire Cataloging staff as well as other staff
in Technical Services are well versed in HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) coding. Library staff
who wish to learn HTML in order to develop pages
for their sections/units are free to do so. (Lamont
Downs is already conducting classes to support,~

Continues on Page 5
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Web Renovation ...
Continued from Page 4
interest among library staff.) In many cases, a library staff person will begin by creating a basic
document using a standard word processor thus
creating the content for the Web pages. This person becomes the content originator. She or he
would be paired up with another library staff person experienced in HTML coding. They will work
together in translating the content originator's ideas
into a workable and attractive Web page. Steve Fitt
regularly reviews our Web site from the graphical
design perspective and serves as a consultant to the
Technical Services staff and others who are active
in HTML coding. Steve's focus in this regard is
consistency and clarity of pages, colors, typefaces,
design, etc. across all pages at our Web site. Thus,
one person may create the content for a Web page
and another person may code it, or it may be the
same person who does both!

master calendar) so that we can ensure that materials on our site are accurate and up-to-date. The
timeframe established for content review is developed by the content originator in consultation with
the Technical Services Web team. (It may be
monthly, quarterly, every six months, but will be at
least once a year.) The Technical Services Web team
is also investigating various ways to automate linkchecking. If an inactive link is discovered, the content originator will be notified. She or he may choose
to research if or where a particular site has moved
or may determine that the link should be rerroved
completely from our site.
Q: How many people were involved in creating

our Web site?
A: More than 26 library staff have been involved
in the development of our current Web site. These
people have participated as content originators,
Q: Who updates the pages and checks the links on Gopher file editors, Web page designers, Web page
editors, proofreaders, etc. They have created a site
our Web site? How often is this done?
A: The Technical Services Web team has devel- that numbers 280 pages at this time!
' oped a scheme by which Web pages will come up
Camille Clark Wallin
for review by the content originator (utilizing a

Cotntnents ...
Continued from Page 1
book or library card underneath the scanner without having to pick up the scanner (as they have
to do now with the light pens). The light pens
are not as durable as the laser scanners and
barcodes on some reserve materials have actually been rubbed off as a result of running the
light pens over the barcodes!
PC wand reader light pens
Two new light pens will be purchased for use in
Reserves and in Government Publications that
will be attached directly to PCs. These areas do
not require the heavy-duty and more expensive
laser scanners but do need barcode readers to process materials. (The light pens that will be traded
in for the laser scanners above were designed
for dumb terminals and will not work on PCs.)

"One person may
create the content
for a Web page
and another
person may code
it, or it may be the
same person who
does both!"
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Finally, the Desert Research Institute Library will
be purchasing a dedicated staff port and will no
longer have to login under one of our stalf acUNLV Libraries Box 457001,
counts.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Thanks again to members of the INNOB\C New Las Vegas NV 89154-7001
Products Task Force (Laralee Nelson, Susan
Biery, Holly Huckeba, Kathy Rothermel, and Pam Editorial team: Colleen
Sitton) for their efforts in coordinating the review Freeman, Editor; Paulette
and prioritizing of the many products and add- Nelson; Kathy Rothermel
ons available from Innovative Interfaces, Inc. The
INNOPAC system continues to evolve in a way Committee members: Carnille
that makes it even more valuable to our stalf and Clark Wallin, Chair; Holly
Huckeba, Associate Chair;
more accessible to our patrons.
Susan Biery; Jeanne Brown;
Camille Clark Wallin Colleen Freeman; Shelley
Heaton; Laralee Nelson;
Paulette Nelson; Metta
Nicewamer; Aimee Quinn;
Kathy Rothermel; Pam Sitton;
KayTuma;ChrisWiatrows~
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